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Legal Disclaimer 

※ Legal Disclaimer Regarding Copyright 

ROPPOR Swarm Drone Software is registered with the Korea Copyright Commission and is protected 

by copyright law. 

Please note that unauthorized copying, use, and distribution of this software, as well as unauthorized 

copying, use, and distribution of functions, function lists, function placement, user interfaces, and 

design within the software, are in violation of copyright law. 

ROPPOR Swarm Drone Trial Software may only be used for functional verification purposes, and 

may not be used for commercial, educational, or business purposes. 

If you have any copyright-related questions, please send your inquiries to staff@roppor.com and we 

will sincerely review and respond. 

※ Legal Disclaimer Regarding Limitation of Liability 

ChemEssen Inc. is a software company. We are only responsible for the development and supply of 

swarm drone software and does not actually operate drone aircraft. The hardware related to parts 

and equipment, etc. and data such as mobile communication networks provided by us is only one 

example of testing the products of various manufacturers and the services of mobile carriers and 

confirming their integration with our software, and the durability of each hardware and mobile 

communication network. 

It does not guarantee the stability, the function for a specific purpose, etc. 

The user is solely responsible for the selection, interlocking, and operation results of all hardware 

and mobile communication networks outside the scope of the software. 

Please select the hardware and mobile communication network that suits your purpose using the 

free trial version, which is provided unlimitedly regardless of the duration and number of drones, 

and be sure to verify its function, durability, stability, and malfunction. In addition, it is necessary to 

check and comply with the relevant laws and regulations of the country when drones are actually 

operated. 

In addition to the software, the civil and criminal liability for all unforeseen circumstances and illegal 

operation including errors, malfunctions, accidents, human damages and property damages that 

may occur during interlock and operation of the drone body, parts, equipment, and mobile 

communication network selected by the user lies with the user, not with ChemEssen, Inc. 
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1. Introduction 

 

ROPPOR is a swarm drone software platform that can control multiple drones through a single 

computer. There is no limitation to the control distance since it is based on mobile communication 

network. Information collected by multiple drones are checked in real-time and saved automatically. 

ROPPOR Server Swarm Drone Ground Control Software is installed on the ground control operation 

PCs at each regional flight site and integrated control center with video wall, connect to multiple 

swarm drones through servers, and control integrated multiple swarm drones real-time at the site 

and control center. Multiple drones may arrive at the way point at different times, but the departure 

time of the way point is synchronized, reducing the risk of collision between drones and resulting 

in aligned flight. Even in unexpected situations such as the loss of a drone or computer malfunction, 

the video information is safely and automatically stored in the server. 

 

2. Program Installation and Uninstallation 

 

2-1. Program Installation 

Execute setup.exe to launch setup wizard. 
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Select installation folder. It can be installed on default folder “C:\Program Files\ROPPOR” or 

installed on a folder the user desires. 

  

Confirm installation. 
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Proceed with installation. 

 

Installation complete. 
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2-2. Program Uninstallation 

Find and select “ROPPOR” item installed under [Control Panel>Programs and Features] and click 

[Uninstall] to start program uninstall. 
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3. Program Execution 

 

3-1. ROPPOR Shortcut Icon 

Click the “ROPPOR” shortcut icon installed in the desktop or the Windows start menu to execute 

the ROPPOR swarm drone ground control software. 

 

Figure 1 ROPPOR Shortcut Icon 

3-2. ROPPOR Terms of Use for End User and Privacy Policy 

After execution, click and open the terms of use for end user and privacy policy, and read them 

sufficiently, and use the software after you agree the terms of use for end user and privacy policy. 

  

Figure 2 ROPPOR Terms of Use for End User and Privacy Policy 
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4. Screen Composition and Description of Functions 

 

Figure 3 Overall Screen Composition 

 

The swarm drone ground control software screen consists of title bar at top, drone list to the left, 

operation mode at top center (FLIGHT MODE, GROUND MODE, VIDEO MODE), and Drone 

Messages/Way Points/Flight Logs list at the bottom. 
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4-1. Title Bar 

 

Figure 4 Title Bar 

The title bar consists of ROPPOR logo symbol, mode (FLIGHT MODE, GROUND MODE, VIDEO 

MODE), current time, environment settings, and exit icon. 

 

1) ROPPOR Logo Symbol 

 

Figure 5 ROPPOR Logo Symbol 

You can click ROPPOR logo symbol to connect to ROPPOR internet website (www.roppor.com) to 

access relevant information such as product introduction and media/blog information along with 

news, catalogs, etc. regarding the ROPPOR platform. 

 

Figure 6 ROPPOR Internet Website 

  

http://www.roppor.com/
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2) Mode Selection Bar 

 

Figure 7 Mode Selection Bar 

For the swarm drone ground control, you can switch between flight mode and ground mode, video 

mode. 

 

2-1) FLIGHT MODE 

It is a control mode that indicates current position, waypoints, flight direction, status information, 

etc. of the drones on the map screen. 

 

Figure 8 Flight Mode Screen 
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2-2) Ground Mode 

This is a mode to edit drone paths for the drones through add/move/delete at once by selecting 

individual or multiple way points. 

 

Figure 9 Ground Mode Screen 

2-3) VIDEO MODE 

You can view and play the list of videos recorded by the drones. 

 

Figure 10 Video Mode Screen 
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3) Environment Settings 

 

Figure 91 Environment Settings Icon 

Environment settings window is displayed when you click the environment settings icon, and the 

environment settings window consists of product version, serial number, night flight restriction, 

altitude limit, distance limit, number of operational drones, main server information, settings and 

profile editing, message display language change, and restart with configured profile. With the 

Swarm Drone Ground Control Software of the ROPPOR Server, you can build an integrated control 

center and operate on multiple pieces of operating equipment. 

 

Figure 102 Environment Settings Window 

A. Product Version and Serial Number 

You can use this information to file error report, and suggestions, subscription user conversion, 

special flight request, etc. through the website. 

B. Number of special flight (night flight, altitude limit, and distance limit lifted) and operational 

drones 

Night flight possibility, altitude limit, distance limit, and number of operational drones (maximum 

number of drones) are displayed. You can request for subscription user conversion and special flight 
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authorization for lifting night flight restriction, altitude limit, and distance limit and designation of 

number of operational drones through the website. 

C. Main Server Settings 

You can connect the information processing and management server with the operation PCs at 

each regional flight site and integrated control center (video wall etc.), use multiple swarm drones 

and mobile communication network, and set the IP, port, and path of the information processing 

and management server necessary for flight. You can change port and path to reinforce the security 

regarding external access. 

D. Add/Delete Profile 

You can save (+)/delete (-) the configurations and select the saved profile through the entered 

profile name. 

E. Message Display Language Conversion 

You can switch the message display language between Korean, English, etc. 

F. Software Restart 

It applies the currently selected profile and restarts the software. 

 

4) Exit 

 

Figure 113 Exit Icon 

Exit the ROPPOR Software. 
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4-2. Drone List 

The drone list consists of select/deselect all drones, display of (number of selected drones/number 

of all drones), and dashboard window launch in the first row, and ROPPOR promotion internet page 

launch in the second row, and drone list, communication strength, and drone status display at center, 

and add/delete drone function at the bottom. 

 

Figure 14 Drone List 
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1) Select/Deselect All Drones 

 

You can click the check box on the drone list to select all registered drones or deselect all selected 

drones. 

  

Figure 15 Select All Drones 

  

Figure 16 Deselect All Drones 
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2) Launch Dashboard Window 

 

Click the dashboard icon to launch the dashboard window. You can monitor the status of all drones 

through information and color through the dashboard window, and you can select the drones to 

selectively perform the functions. 

   

Figure 17 Dashboard Window 

 

2-1) Select/Deselect All Drones 

 

Select/Deselect Function Summary 

ALL Select all drones. 

READY Select all flight ready drones. 

ACTIVE Select all drones in flight. 

CLEAR Deselect all selected drones. 
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2-2) Switch Panel/List 

  

You can click the panel/list switch icon to switch the dashboard display method. (The panel 

summarizes the key status, and when switched to the list, you can check information such as country 

code for where the drone is operating, VPN IP address for drone connection and settings, RSSI 

(Received Signal Strength Indicator), time for confirmation of synchronization between drones, 

response (PONG) time for execution of drone and communication test request/response 

(PING/PONG), and mode. 

  

Figure 18 Switch Dashboard Display Method 

 

2-3) Configure Take Off Altitude 

 

You can configure the takeoff altitude. Altitude entry based on environment settings is restricted. 

You can apply for subscription user conversion and special flight permission to lift altitude limit on 

the website. 
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2-4) Execute Drone and Communication Test Request/Response (PING/PONG) 

 

It performs a communication test with all drones that are powered on at site and toggles the display 

of response (PONG) time. You can check if effective communication with the drones is possible 

depending on the delay of response time to decide on the flight. Number of communication test 

(PING) requests, and maximum delay for all drones are displayed on top, and the list displays current 

PONG delay for each drone. 

 

2-5) Switch to Brake Mode 

 

It suspends all control including the controller for the selected drones and the pilot can directly 

switch modes, and take other safety measures when issues such as drone position breakaway occur. 

 

2-6) Switch to Loiter Mode 

 

It hands over control for the selected drones to the controller and the pilot can directly switch 

modes, and take other safety measures when issues such as drone position breakaway occur. 

However, when switching with the controller throttle down, a fall will occur so you must put the 

controller throttle in neutral before the switch. 
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2-7) VIDEO SET 

 

You can change the video transmission setting for selected drones. 

 

Figure 19 Setting Video Transmission 

You can adjust setting by entering horizontal/vertical resolution or frames per second of the 

transmitted video supported by the camera attached on the drone, or by changing the resolution. 

 

2-8) Starting Autonomous Flight 

 

You can apply the uploaded flight path to the selected drones and synchronize the departure time 

of the way point to reduce the risk of collision between devices and start autonomous aligned flight. 

Please check surrounding safety issues, flight path, RTK collection (when RTK is used), drone status, 

etc. prior to starting the flight to prevent any issue in execution of autonomous flight. Flight may 

not be possible depending on the flight start time and configured flight path, so please check the 

night flight restriction, altitude limit, and distance limit under environment settings in advance. You 

can request for subscription user conversion and special flight authorization for lifting night flight 

restriction, altitude limit, and distance limit and designation of number of operational drones 

through the website. 
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2-9) Control Selected Drones at Once 

 

Control Function Summary 

ARM Turn on motor ignition for selected drones. 

DISARM Turn off motor ignition for selected drones. 

TAKE OFF Fly the selected drones to the configured altitude. 

LAND Land the selected drones. 

RTL Selected drones return to launch location. (Return To Launch) 

 

2-10) Control Selected Devices at Once 

 

Control Function Summary 

OS TURN OFF Turn off the OS for the selected drones. 

SDAS RESTART Restart the SDAS (Smart Drone Application Program) for the selected drones. 

FC REBOOT Reboot the flight controller(FC) for the selected drones. 

 

2-11) Configure All Parameters for Flight Controllers (FC) 
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You can register/delete the configurable parameters and values for the flight controller (FC) on the 

list, and you can configure the registered parameters and values for all drones at once. Drones that 

are powered on are configured right away, and drones that are powered off are automatically 

configured when power is turned on. After configuration, the flight controller (FC) restarts. (Check 

the references and apply.) 

⚫ References : https://ardupilot.org/copter/docs/parameters.html 

 

2-12) Drone Summary Status Information 

 

It displays the registered drone name, RSSI (Received Signal Strength Indicator), drone status, battery 

status, battery voltage(V)/level(%), GPS status, number of valid satellites, and altitude(m) information, 

and the drone information (row 1), drone status (row 2), battery level (row 3), number of valid 

satellites (row 4), and flight status (row 5) are displayed through icons and background color. 

https://ardupilot.org/copter/docs/parameters.html
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Drone Information (Row 1) Drone Name and Reception Signal Strength Display 

 Good (signal strength/status/battery/GPS all is green) 

 Medium (signal strength/status/battery/GPS some is yellow) 

 Bad (signal strength/status/battery/GPS some is red) 

 OFFLINE 

Table 1 Drone Name and RSSI Display (Background Color Indication by Status) 

Signal Strength (Row 1) Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI) Icon 

    
Signal strength level 4 (Very good) 

 
Signal strength level 3 (Good) 

 
Signal strength level 2 (Medium) 

 
Signal strength level 1 (Bad) 

 
No Signal 

Table 2 Received Signal Strength Indicator Icon 

Drone/Battery (Rows 2-3) Drone Status (Row 2), Battery Status (Row 3) 

 Battery level above 80% (Possible flight) 

 Battery level between 40 ~ 80% 

 Battery level below 40% (Require Landing or RTL for charging) 

CRITICAL Temporary issue in the drone 

EMERGENCY Drone cannot be controlled, etc. (May crash) 

OFFLINE OFFLINE 

Table 3 Drone/Battery Status Display (Background Color Indication by Status) 

GPS Status (Row 4) GPS Status and Number of Valid Satellites Display 

 More than 12 satellites (GPS 3D/DGPS/RTK/RTK FIX) 

 9~11 Satellites (GPS 3D/DGPS/RTK/RTK FIX) 

 Less than 8 satellites or CRITICAL/EMERGENCY, GPS NO/2D FIX 

 OFFLINE 

Table 4 GPS Status and Number of Valid Satellites Display (Background Color Indication by 

Status) 

Flight Status (Row 5) Altitude Display 

 ACTIVE status (In flight) 

 Not in flight 

 CRITICAL/EMERGENCY 

 OFFLINE 

Table 5 Altitude Display (Background Color Indication by Status) 
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3) ROPPOR PROMOTION and Swarm Drone Flight Simulation 

 

Figure 20 Launch ROPPOR Promotion URL 

You can click [ROPPOR PROMOTION] to check news, etc. regarding the ROPPOR software. (When 

ROPPOR promotion exists, the promotion details are displayed when the program is launched.) If 

you select Simulator for the environment setting profile, the swarm flight virtual simulation 

start/stop functions will be displayed for you to experience swarm flight. 

  

Figure 21 Start/Stop ROPPOR Simulation 

 

4) Drone Status Information 

 

Figure 22 Drone Status Information 

It displays drone information and status in a list including registered drone name, RSSI (Received 

Signal Strength Indicator), state (mode), number of valid satellites, battery voltage (V), remaining 

battery level (%), speed (m/s), and altitude (m) information. 
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Drone state/mode are as follows. 

State Summary 

OFFLINE Drone power is OFF or there is no connection between drone and server 

STANDBY Drone power is ON and connection between drone and server has been 

established 

READY Drone is flight ready with the pilot turning on the safety switch 

ACTIVE Drone is currently in flight 

CALIBRATING Pilot is calibrating the gyro, compass, etc. for the drone 

CRITICAL Temporary issue in the drone 

EMERGENCY Drone cannot be controlled, etc. (May crash) 

Table 6 State 

Mode Summary 

ALTHOLD Drone can be only be controlled manually for roll and pitch with fixed 

altitude  

AUTOTUNE Mode that automatically tunes and saves PID settings, etc. 

AUTO Automatic flight mode according to route 

GUIDED Mode where single command from GCS is executed and performed 

LAND Mode that lowers altitude for landing on the ground 

LOITER Mode that controls the drone using GPS after fixing the altitude and position 

RTL Landing mode after returning to launch location 

STABILIZE Manual mode that controls the drone with the drone self-maintaining the 

position parallel to the roll and pitch axis 

Table 7 Mode 
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5) Add/Delete Drone 

You can click [Add], and [Delete] button at the bottom of drone list to add or delete drone. 

 

5-1) Add Drone 

Enter the drone name to add a new drone to the list. (Added list is automatically renewed, and 

detailed settings for the drone are configured when the drone and SDAS are being synchronized.) 

 

 

Figure 23 Add Drone 

 

5-2) Delete Drone 

 

You can delete the drones selected in the drone list, dashboard, or map screen from the list. (Deleted 

list is automatically renewed.) 
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4-3. Snapshot List 

Hide/Display Snapshot List at top and Snapshot Lists at the bottom are displayed in a list at an 

interval of one second. 

 

Figure 24 Snapshot List 
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1) Hide/Display Snapshot List 

 

You can hide or display the snapshot list on the screen. 

  

Figure 25 Snapshot List Hidden Status 

  

Figure 26 Snapshot List Displayed Status 
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2) Play Video Real-time 

When you click the snapshot list of the drone, the built-in video player plays the video transmitted 

from the drone real-time (ONAIR). Click again to stop it. Connect several monitors to the operating 

equipment at the site and arrange the swarm drone ground control software screen and video as 

separate screens to control them together. 

 

Figure 27 Play Video Real-time 
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4-4. FLIGHT MODE 

 

1) Flight Mode 

Drone symbol and name are displayed on the map, and flight mode function tool bar is displayed 

at the top, latitude/longitude coordinates at the center of current map (bookmark launched when 

clicked) are displayed to the top left of the map, and horizontal/vertical scales for the center of the 

map are displayed to the center of the right side of the map. 

 

Figure 28 Flight Mode Screen 

 

1-1) Default Map Control 

can click the left mouse button and drag to freely move around the map in the desired direction, 

and you can scroll the mouse wheel forward to expand (+) and backward to reduce (-) the map. 

 

1-2) Select/Deselect Drone and Status Information Display 

You can click the drone symbol with the mouse to add selected drone, and display the status 
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information on selected drone, or you can click the selected drone again to deselect the drone. 

 

 

Figure 29 Select First Drone 

 

1-3) Select/Deselect Drone by Area 

You can click the right mouse button and select the area to select all drones in the area or you can 

deselect all drones if there are no drones in the area. 

 

Figure 30 Select 10 Drones to the Top Right 
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2) Flight Mode Function Tool Bar 

 

Figure 31 Flight Mode Function Tool Bar 

Flight environment window on/off, display area map for all drones, display area map for selected 

drones, auto tracking on/off for selected drones, RTK GNSS window on/off are displayed to the left, 

and map downscaling, map scale adjustment bar, and map upscaling tool are displayed to the right. 

2-1) Flight Environment Window On/Off 

 

It displays the current local time, sunrise/sunset time, earth magnetic field information, etc. to 

determine flight possibility in the current area. You can click the reset button at the title on top 

to renew for recent information. If the earth magnetic field value is high, it may result in drone 

crash, malfunction, etc., so please check before the flight. You can apply for subscription user 

conversion and special flight permission to lift night flight restriction before sunrise and after 

sunset on the website. 

 

Figure 32 Flight Environment Window 
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2-2) Indicate Area Map for All Drones 

 

Change the map center and scale to the area that indicates all registered drones. 

 

Figure 33 Indicate Area Map for All Drones 

2-3) Indicate Area Map for Selected Drones 

 

Change the map center and scale to the area that indicates the selected drones. 

 

Figure 34 Indicate Area Map for Selected Drones 
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2-4) Selected Drone Auto Tracking On/Off 

 

You can configure to automatically change the map center according to the positional movement 

of the selected drones for tracking, or prevent automatic change. 

2-5) RTK GNSS Window On/Off (Optional, for RTK base) 

 

Turn on/off RTK GNSS window. Activate RTK base station reception to check number of receiving 

satellites, position accuracy, etc. When RTK base station receives data below the configured position 

accuracy level, the position accuracy value is displayed in green. 

 

Figure 35 RTK GNSS Window 

Category Summary 

Input Source Select RTK correction signal input source. (Default TCP) 

TCP Server (IP:Port) Configure IP and port of RTK correction signal input source (TCP server). 

GPS Number of US GPS receiving satellites 

GLONASS Number of Russia GLONASS receiving satellites 

BeiDou Number of China BeiDou receiving satellites 

Galileo Number of European Union Galileo receiving satellites 

GNSS Total number of receiving satellites 

Input (bps) Display RTK correction signal input speed 

Using (bps) Display RTK correction signal usage speed 

Accuracy (m) Display RTK correction signal position accuracy 

Start Activate Activate RTK base station reception. 
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2-6) Map Downscaling 

 

Display the map after scaling down a level. 

 

Figure 36 Before Map Downscaling 

 

Figure 37 After Map Downscaling 

2-7) Map Scale Adjustment 

 

You can scroll or click to the left/right with the mouse to reduce (scroll or click to the left) or 

increase (scroll or click to the right) the scale of the map. 
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2-8) Map Upscaling 

 

Display the map after scaling up a level. 

 

Figure 38 Before Map Upscaling 

 

Figure 39 After Map Upscaling 
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3) Bookmark 

 

Latitude/Longitude coordinates of the screen center are displayed on top left, and you can open 

the bookmark window if you click the latitude/longitude coordinates. Enter the latitude/longitude 

coordinates in the bookmark and you can check the map right away after accessing the 

corresponding performance location. 

 

Figure 40 Bookmark 
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3-1) Move Map to Bookmark Position 

Select the bookmark registered on the list to automatically move the map to the position where 

the bookmark is registered. 

 

3-2) Add Bookmark 

 

When the map is moved to the position to be added in bookmark, the latitude/longitude 

coordinates on the bookmark window are changed automatically. Enter the name of bookmark and 

click add (+) to register the bookmark. 

 

3-3) Delete Bookmark 

 

After selecting the bookmark to delete from the bookmark list, click delete (-) to delete the selected 

bookmark. 

 

3-4) Delete All Bookmarks 

 

Delete all from the bookmark list to delete all bookmarks. 

 

3-5) Move Latitude/Longitude on the Map 

Directly enter the latitude/longitude position coordinates in the bookmark window and press [OK] 

button to move the map to the corresponding position. 
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4-5. GROUND MODE 

 

1) Ground Mode 

Home location symbol where registered drones depart and arrive and drone name are displayed 

on the road map (can switch to satellite map), and flight mode function tool bar is displayed at the 

top, latitude/longitude coordinates at the center of current map (bookmark launched when clicked) 

are displayed to the top left of the map, and horizontal/vertical scales for the center of the map 

are displayed to the center of the right side of the map. 

 

Figure 41 Ground Mode Screen 

 

2-1) Basic Map Control 

You can click the left mouse button and drag to freely move around the map in the desired direction, 

and you can scroll the mouse wheel forward to expand (+) and backward to reduce (-) the map. 
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2-2) Select Symbols for Path Editing 

You can select the location to specify/select the waypoint for route editing (add/move/delete way 

points). 

 

Figure 42 Select 2nd Drone Location to the Path Editing 

2-3) Add Way Point 

Double click the map with the mouse to add the next way point from the selected location to set 

the path. (However, in the environment setting, the distance available for flight the home location 

is limited. You can apply for subscription user conversion and special flight to lift distance limit on 

the website) 

 

Figure 43 Add 1st and 2nd Way Points for 2nd Drone 
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2-4) Move Way Point Location 

You can move the way point location by selecting it with a mouse button and dragging it. (However, 

in the environment setting, the distance available for flight the home location is limited. You can 

apply for subscription user conversion and special flight to lift distance limit on the website) 

 

Figure 44 Move Location of 1st Way Point 

2-5) Select Way Points at Once 

Click the domain with right mouse button clicked to select way points at once to edit in the path 

within the domain (Reference symbols are green and other selected symbols are yellow) or deselect 

all points if there are no location symbols within the domain. 

 

Figure 45 Select 30 on the Left as Points at Once for Path Editing 
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2-6) Add at Once for the Selected Way Points 

With way points selected, double-click with the mouse button to add way points at once while 

maintaining the same distance between the reference point (green) and selected locations (yellow). 

 

Figure 46 Add at Once the 1st Way Points for 30 Drones on the Left Based on 1st Drone 

2-7) Move at Once for the Selected Way Points 

You can select and drag the reference point with the mouse to move the way point locations at 

once while maintaining the same distance between the reference point (green) and selected 

locations (yellow). (However, in the environment setting, the distance available for flight the home 

location is limited. You can apply for subscription user conversion and special flight to lift distance 

limit on the website) 

 

Figure 47 Add at Once the 1st Way Points for Selected Drones Based on the 1st Drone  
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2) Ground Mode Function Tool Bar 

 

Figure 48 Ground Mode Function Tool Bar 

Flight environment window on/off, display area map for all drones, display area map for selected 

drones, auto tracking on/off for selected drones, and RTK GNSS window on/off are displayed to the 

left, and switch to satellite/road map mode, switch to single/all path view, map reduction, map scale 

adjustment bar, and map expansion tool are displayed to the right. As functions other than switch 

to satellite/road map mode and switch to single/all path view are the same as functions in the flight 

mode function tool bar, please refer to the description of functions of the flight mode function tool 

bar. 

 

2-1) Switch to Satellite/Road Map 

 

Switch between road map and satellite map display modes in [GROUND MODE]. 

  

Figure 49 Switch to Satellite/Road Map 
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2-2) Switch to View Single/All Paths 

 

Switch to display only a single path of a selected one drone or to display all paths under the way 

points tab to edit. 

 

Figure 50 View Single Path 

 

Figure 51 View All Paths 
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4-6. VIDEO MODE 

1) Video Mode 

Videos transmitted from reconnaissance drones are recorded and saved in the Server. The list of 

recording start/end and total recording time are displayed on the video mode function tool bar at 

the top and the snapshot image of the recorded video at the bottom. 

 

Figure 52 Recorded Video List 

1-1) Play Video 

Double click the video with the mouse to play. 

 

Figure 53 Play Video 
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2) Video Mode Function Tool Bar 

 

Figure 54 Video Mode Function Tool Bar 

Flight environment window on/off, display area map for all drones, display area map for selected 

drones, auto tracking on/off for selected drones, and RTK GNSS window on/off are displayed to the 

left, and delete video, copy video, map reduction, map scale adjustment bar, and map expansion 

tool are displayed to the right. As functions other than change the video recording save folder, 

delete video, and copy video are the same as functions in the flight mode function tool bar, please 

refer to the description of functions of the flight mode function tool bar. 

 

2-1) Delete Video 

 

The selected videos are deleted from the list. 

 

2-2) Copy Video 

 

The selected videos are copied to another local folder. You may use the function when sharing the 

saved videos. 
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4-7. Drone messages/Way points/Flight logs list 

You can switch the drone messages/way points/flight logs list to tabs. 

 

Figure 55 Drone Messages/Way Points/Flight Logs List Selection Tab 

 

1) Drone messages list 

The drone messages list consists of start/stop message tracking, and delete all functions on top 

right, message number, drone name, time, and message at the bottom, and the contents of the 

message indicate messages provided by the drone such as drone status (mode) change, etc. 

 

Figure 56 Drone Messages List 

 

1-1) Start/Stop drone message tracking, delete all 

 

Icon Function Description 

 
Start message tracking Start auto scroll based on recent message. 

 
Stop message tracking Stop auto scroll based on recent message location. 

 
Delete all messages Delete all message lists. 

 

1-2) Drone message save folder 

Drone messages are automatically saved in the “DroneMessages_{yyyyMMdd_HHmmss}.txt” file in 

ROPPOR Application Data Logs folder(“C:\User\{User Name}\AppData\Local\ROPPOR\Logs”). 
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2) Way Points List 

Way Point List consists of Way Point Distance Display Option, Upload to Path Drone, Download 

from Path Drone, Open Path, Save Path, Delete Selected Way Point, Delete Reference Point Drone 

Path, and Delete All Drone Paths functions to the top right and Drone Tab and Way Point List by 

Drone Tab at the bottom. 

 

Figure 57 Way Points List 

 

2-1) Way Point Distance Display Option 

Way point distance is displayed as [Interval], [Distance], or [Flight Distance] depending on the 

selection. 

 

Option Description 

Interval (m) Display Interval between way points as way point distance. 

Distance (m) Add up the Distance to display as way point distance. 

Flight Distance (m) The flight distance between way points (including altitude) are accumulated 

and displayed as way point distance. 

 

2-2) Upload Path to Drones 

 

Upload the paths edited in the ground mode as flight paths of drones for configuration. When 

flying along the path, please check prior to flight for safety issues and set and upload the path. 
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2-3) Download Path from Drones 

 

Download the paths from the drones and apply as paths in the ground mode and flight mode. 

 

Figure 58 Ground Mode Path Screen 

 

Figure 59 Flight Mode Path Screen 
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2-4) Open Path 

 

Select the path list saved in local directory (.wpl) and open the path files included on the list (.wp) 

to configure the path for each device in ground mode. 

 

2-5) Save Path 

 

Collectively save the path edited in ground mode to local directory as path list (.wpl) and path files 

included on the list (.wp). 
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2-6) Delete Selected Way Points 

 

Delete selected way points in ground mode. (Drone home location excluded) 

 

Figure 60 Before Deleting Selected 1st Way Points 

 

Figure 61 After Deleting Selected Way Points 
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2-7) Delete Way Points of Selected Reference Drone 

 

Delete way points of selected drone specified as reference point (green) in [GROUND MODE]. 

 

Figure 62 Before Deleting Path of 1st Drone Specified as Reference Point 

 

Figure 63 After Deleting Path of 1st Drone Specified as Reference Point 
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2-8) Delete All Drone Paths 

 

Delete paths for all drones edited in [GROUND MODE]. 

 

Figure 64 After Deleting All Drone Paths 

 

2-9) Way Points List 

 

Figure 65 Way Points List 

Way Points List consists of Way Point Number (No), Command, Latitude (Unit degrees), Longitude 

(Unit degrees), Altitude (Unit meter), and Way Point Distance (Unit meter). 
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A. Command 

 

Figure 66 Command 

Command is as follows. 

Command Summary 

HOME This is the home location of the drone. After flight, the drone returns and lands 

at this location. 

WAYPOINT These are way points (latitude, longitude, altitude) for the drone. 

 

B. Latitude, Longitude, Altitude 

 

Figure 67 Latitude, Longitude, Altitude 

No 0 displays HOME location latitude/longitude/altitude values and No 1 and beyond can display 

and configure the latitude/longitude/altitude values for way points. 

 

C. Way Point Distance 

   

Figure 68 Way Points Distance 

Way Point Ground Interval, Accumulated Way Point Distance, and Accumulated Way Point Flight 

Distance are displayed depending on the way point distance display option settings in the Way 

Points List. 
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3) Flight logs list 

 

Figure 69 Flight Logs List 

The flight logs list consists of start/stop log tracking, and delete all functions on top right, and 

information provided by the drone such as log number, drone name, drone status (mode), number 

of valid satellites, battery voltage/current (remaining battery level), speed, longitude, latitude, 

altitude, time are indicated at the bottom. 

 

3-1) Start/Stop flight log tracking, delete all 

 

Icon Function Description 

 
Start log tracking Start auto scroll based on recent log. 

 
Stop log tracking Stop auto scroll based on recent log location. 

 
Delete all logs Delete all log lists. 

 

3-2) Flight log save folder 

Flight logs are automatically saved in the “FlightLogs_{yyyyMMdd_HHmmss}.txt” file in ROPPOR 

Application Data Logs folder(“C:\User\{User Name}\AppData\Local\ROPPOR\Logs”). 

 


